
DC 360 DIFFUSER
DC 360 ディフューザー

Scroll down to see English instruction. / 裏書き

The warranty of this product is valid only in Japan.

CAUTIONS
*For safety reasons, do not operate or handle the unit while driving.
*Do not eat.
*Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
*Keep away from the fire.
*Keep out of reach of children and pets.
*Do not touch or insert fingers into the fan. It may cause injury or
 damage to the unit.
*If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately.
*Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, rinse effected area
 thoroughly with water.
*If you are feeling unwell while using the product, immediately stop using
 the product and rest in an well-ventilated area. In case your condition
 is not improving, seek medical advice.

●Do not use for any purpose other than specified usage.
●Place the unit where it will not interfere with driver, air bag and safety.
●Do not place this product other than in cup holders.
●Do not place this product in cup holders have keep-warm feature.
●Keep the clearance above the unit ≧50mm to avoide contact interiors
　and electronic devices. It may cause staining, crack or other problems.
●Do not block the air intake on the bottom of the unit. It may not work properly.
●Do not expose the unit to heated air. This product does not work
　properly if the unit overheats.
●Do not use anything other than DC360 Cartridge sold separately.
●If a leak occurs, clean up immediately; otherwise the contents
　may cause staining, crack or other problems.
●Do not use cables other than the provided cable.
●Do not use the provided cable for any other devices.
●When disconnecting USB terminal, do not pull on the cable.
●In case the product does not operate properly due to the nonstandardized
　power supply, connect to a USB port with different power supply.
●Change an installation location in case a smart key does not respond
　while the unit is on.
●Do not wet, lay, and drop the unit.
●Do not operate with wet hands, attempt to disassemble or modify the unit. 
　It may cause damage to the unit.
●Due to the properties of the ingredients, it is normal for the color of the tablet
　to change. It does not cause any problems for use.
●If the unit gets dirty, wipe gently with soft cloth.

CONTENTSSpecification

Unit Cable 
(80cm)※Button

●Power supply：＋DC5V 1A
●Power consumption：
   Turbo-mode/1.2W 
　Normal-mode/0.5W
   Standby-mode/0.1W
●Operating temperature range : 0～40℃

Check before purchase

※DC360 Cartridge is
   sold separately.
※Check the manual of
   this product.

USB
Type-C

USB terminal 

●Avoid excessive heat, humid and direct sunlight. 
●USB port with power supply of +DC5V 1A 
or above is required. See the manual of the audio 
device or the vehicle and check the spec of the 
USB before use.●Compatible with cup holders 
with a diameter of ≧80mm.●In order to use 
DC360 Diffuser, DC360 Cartrige sold separately 
is needed.●Use this product in vehicles equipped 
with remote engine starters or similar equipments 
may shorten the expiry of the scent.

UNIT (incl. DC360 Cartridge)

weight  approx.

height  approx.

diameter  approx.

220
112
79

g

mm

mm

Designed only to be used in cup holders. Do not use 
cup holders where the product does not stable in.
Check the manual of the cup holder before installing
the product. Do not block the air intake on the bottom 
of the unit.

！CAUTION！

Depth over
112mm.

Too sharrow. May slide-off
the gap.

Oversized 
/ Unstable.

Recommended
size of cup holder
diameter over 80mm

Blocking 
the air flow.

Too deep

Fan mode / LED pattern

Start with
Turbo-mode Normal-mode

To be
Standby-mode

②Full-color gradation ⑧White (flash)①White (solid)

⑤Sky-blue ⑥Pink ⑦White
 (dimmed)

③Blue & Green
gradation

④Orange & 
Violet gradation

1 min. 1 hr.

6 LED patterns for Normal-mode

※Durability may change 
　due to the climate conditions.

Estimated replacement period

※approx.　　 weeks ３ When LED pattern is in any of
Setting #2 - 7, it can be set up in 
a desired pattern by pressing down
the button at the top of the lid 
for 3 sec. (1 red flash). 
This operation allows it to stay in
the same setting while it is in
"Normal-mode". However, it activates
"Turbo-mode" each time the ignition
is turned on.

Memory Function

OPERATION MANUAL

Select button
Pressing the button
switches between
LED patterns.

DC 360 diffuser turns on automatically when the ignition is turned on 
and start with "Turbo-mode" after completing a self-diagnosis by the 
heat detection sensor.*Settings of LED pattern is adjustable while it 
is in "Normal-mode".

Pressing down the button at the top side for 3 sec. 
again (3 red flashes) resets LED pattern to factory setting and
will activate Setting #2 while in "Normal-mode" when it turns on
next time.*Settings of LED pattern is resettable during in any modes.

When LED pattern is in any of Setting #2 - 7, it can be set up in a desired pattern
by pressing down the button at the top of the lid for 3 sec. (1 red flash). 
This operation allows it to stay in the same setting while it is in "Normal-mode". 
However, it activates "Turbo-mode" each time the ignition is turned on.
*Settings of LED pattern is adjustable while it is in "Normal-mode".

Settings of LED patterns in Normal-mode

Reset of LED patterns

・Do not operate the product while driving.
・The product cannot be fixed in "Turbo-mode".
・The fan and LED lighting will also be turned off 
  when the ignition is turned off.
・In some type of vehicles, this product may not be turned off
  even if the engin, electric motor or ACC are turned off.
・In order to stop the product completely, disconnect the cable.
  When disconnecting the cable, be sure to turn off
  the ignition of the vehicle.

Turbo-mode Normal-mode Standby-mode

１min. １hr.

❶White (solid) ❽White (flash)

Back to Turbo-mode

❷Full-color gradation　❸Blue & Green gradation
❹Orange & Violet gradation　❺Sky-blue
❻Pink ❼White (dimmed)

○Pressing Select Button switches between LED pattern #2 - 7.
○LED pattern remains in #2 Full-color gradation unless pressing
　Select Button.
*LED pattern does not shift automatically between Settings #2 - 7.

▼Fan mode / LED pattern

Self-diagnosis Turbo-mode Normal-mode

Standby-mode

Automatically shift to Turbo-mode

Within operating
temperature range

Fan: Strong (continuously)
LED: Pattern #1 White (solid)

Fan: Shift between pause
        and blow.
LED: Start with Pattern #2
which can be adjusted
between Pettern #2 - 7
by pressing the button
at the top side.

Fan: In pause
LED: Pattern #8 White (flash)LED lighting turns in orange and

the fan stops. With temperature to came
into the operating temperature range, 
it activates in Standby-mode.

Outside of operating
temperature range

①Take off the cap of DC360 Cartridge sold separately and through away. ②Remove the inner-seal. In case a translucent 
film remains, remove it. ③Turn and take off upper part of DC360 Diffuser and set DC360 Cartridge firmly.(Figure 2) ④Replace 
upper part firmly into lower part.(Figure 3) ⑤Connect USB-C of the provided cable to the port of the unit.(Figure 4) ⑥Place the unit 
in a cup holder which holds and keeps the unit stable and straight at all time. ⑦Connect the cable to a USB port in the vehicle.

DO NOT
EAT.

CAP

CONTAINER

TABLET

Upper part

DC360
Cartridge

Insert DC360 
Cartridge from 
the bottom till it 
clicks.

Turn from shorter line 
to longer line. Check if 
the upper part is set 
firmly.

INNER-SEAL

In case a translucent
film remains, remove it

(Figure 1)

(Figure 3)

(Figure 2)

(Figure 4)

Specification

※Be sure to set in the 
correct position in order 
to prevent damages.

※When disconnecting 
USB terminal, do not 
pull on the cable.
※Do not use cables 
other than the provided 
cable.

INSTRUCTION

Turn the upper part of 
the unit in the direction 
of the arrow. 

USB
Type-C
cable

Power supply:+DC5V 1A

Operating temperature
range : 0～40℃

Power consumption：
Turbo-mode/1.2W
Normal-mode/0.5W
Standby-mode/0.1W

Line up two
shorter lines

Lower
part

DC360 Cartridge
sold separately

While DC360 Cartridge sold separately is in use.


